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Dear Parent, 

It’s summertime when faces light up with a grin 

As holidays are about to begin 

Time to bond with grandparents too, 

Be a helping hand at home, that is what you should do! 

Holidays! The word excites and overwhelms us. Summer Vacation is the most enviable 

part of school life! It brings the moments when you once again have your child all to 

yourself. This is the time when family bonds are strengthened and the most vivid 

childhood memories are created. 

However, it is also time for our children to learn values and skills with lots of 

activities around. Create an atmosphere of purposeful living and recreation to instil 

value for time and effort towards even the smallest thing; be it the simple task of 

caring for a plant, or laying the table for dinner. Adopt an herb, a house plant or a 

pet, bake a cake, sing-along, paint, draw and compose a song or take up a hobby. 

Equip your child with the most basic skills such as organising the work area, and 

wardrobe. Learning to put things in order develops layered and logical thinking in 

children while inculcating a love for clutter-free and tidy living spaces.  

It is time to rejuvenate and revitalize with Summer Holiday Homework comprising of 

constructive, mindful and reflective activities which will make your child active 

and observant. These activities are specially designed for the children to help them set 

goals to stay mentally and physically active throughout the summer break. 

What we learn with joy, we never forget! 

Happy Holidaying! 

Regards 

Suruchi Gandhi 

(Principal) 



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3 4

Make a list of your 

blessings

Start your day with 

healthy fruit salad

Go cycling on World 

Bicycle Day

Visit a library and 

select few books to 

read

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

World Environment 

Day - Plant a tree

Jog your mind -  play 

scrabble

Organise your book 

shelf

Fun with shapes Make ice cream Jog your mind -  

crossword fun

Let's Exercise

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Enjoy movie outing 

with family

Visit a museum Move with the ball Do an art project Visit grocery store 

with your parent/ 

grand parents

Donate old clothes 

and toys

Try one new 

recpie

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Sports day with your 

family

Unplug for 24 hours International Yoga 

Day

Do some origami - 

make some paper 

flowers & birds

Make breakfast for 

your mom & dad

Read some stories Visit the zoo

26 27 28 29 30

Lay table to help 

your mom

Take a day trip Learn a magic trick Wash your parent's 

car

Ready to go back to 

school



Hurray! Summers again and it's time for a break! Let us break the monotony of doing the same 

boring home assignments and explore the interesting ongoing themes through different subjects. 

There are two themes, labelled as Theme 1 and Theme 2. Choose any one theme and explore 

about the same through the projects defined under each subject . 
... ,1,., 
,.,,,. Smile and greet everyone you meet during the day.

Wishing you all 'A HAPPY AND HEAL THY' summer break! 
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We have eight planets, but there's only one Earth. Slowly and steadily we are reaching a stage where Earth and 

Natural Resources would become history. We have created havoc on Earth and the results would be disastrous. 

Let us pledge to conserve what our next generation deserves. 

( Picture Description

Observe the picture and 
describe it in 100-150 words 
on an A4 size sheet of paper. 
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Sparkling SCIENCE
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Collect information about dry and wet w:fil;te-and write thenfon 
separate A4 sized sheets of paper. Make two recycle bins ui�g 
two small cardboard boxes. Cover them with blue and green 
coloured paper respectively. Label the bins as 'Dry Waste Bin' 
and 'Wet Waste Bin' on the basis of their colour. Also, draw 
and colour the pictures of types of waste on the respective bin 
formed. 
Read out the information collected about both the bins to your 
society members with the help of few neighbourhood friends 
in order to make them aware about waste segregation. Make 
the society members pledge that they would contribute their bit 
to the 'Swach Bharat Abhiyaan' by implementing waste 
segregation in their homes and society. 



Sassy SOCIAL SCIENCE

[ Water Police 

Make a Water Police Group of about 4--5 children in your community. The task of this Water Police Group 

would be to visit the neighbourhood houses or neighbourhood places like parks, temples, etc. and ensure that 

there is no wastage of water happening in those houses/places. Prepare a record for the same by carrying out 

daily checks. If water police observed any place where water is getting wasted, they will ensure to get the 

problem fixed. For example, there should be no leaking taps, watering of plants and washing of cars is to be 

done using buckets instead of pipes, impure water from water purifiers is to be reused, proper alarms are set to 

prevent overflowing of water tanks, etc. 

Take pictures during the task and make a chart of before and after by pasting those pictures to compare the 

changes brought. Also note down your experience of the activity in about 4--5 lines. 

Best Out of Waste 

Make one article such as a pen stand, a flower vase, a toothbrush stand, etc. by using waste material present 

at your home that can be used productively. The articles must be formed by using 3-D shapes. Use only 

waste material like old cloth, broomsticks, old newspapers, etc. to make the articles. Decorate the article 

you made as you like and label it with a quote on conservation of resources. 

Vacation is all about having fun. It breaks our monotonous routine and gives us a chance to refresh ourselves. It 
is during this time that we explore new places, imbibe new skills and even make new friends. So, let's have 
outmost fun during this vacation. 

( Vacation Journal and Itinerary 

Prepare a journal of a place which you visited during 

your vacations along with its pictures. The journal 

must include the following aspects. 

• An itinerary for the trip (i.e. a planned schedule

of events for each day of your trip)

• Information about that place, i.e., major tourist

spots, monuments, local language, etc.

• Different transports used during the visit

• Local dishes or cuisines

• Any special experience or memorable moment of

that trip

The journal can be represented by adding a few

descriptions, catchy titles, iconic drawings, etc
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( My Leaves Booklet 

Leaves are an important part of plants. Different types of plants have different types 

of leaves. Prepare a 'Leaves Booklet' of 5 to 6 pages including the following aspects. 

g Collect 10-15 different types of leaves from various places you visit during 

vacations such as your relatives' house, or any other place give it a second 

booklet. 

g Take one leaf from the collected leaves and dip it into water colour to be pressed 

on one sheet of 'Leaves Booklet' to get its exact impression. Draw the final 

outline of the leafs impression. Refer to Internet or books to take help to label 

the parts of the leaf. 

g Paste rest of the collected leaves in your 'Leaves Booklet'. 

g Name and draw any 3 leaves with medicinal properties. You can choose from

the collected leaves. 

g Collect few more leaves of different size and colour from your 

neighbourhood. Make 2 animals by arranging and pasting leaves as shown in 

the sample image. 

[ My Dream Visit Guidebook 

Make your dream visit guidebook by using 

colourful A4 sheets. Use the following parameters 

to make your guidebook: 

• Name of the state and its capital

• Name of any five tourist spots/major attractions

in the state

• Best time to visit the state

• Languages used in the state

• Include a list of must haves needed to visit the

state

Also design the cover of your dream visit 

guidebook. Make the guidebook attractive by 

drawing or pasting pictures and information on 

those states. 

Budget Planner for a Family Trip 

Think of a place you would want to visit during 

your vacations. Plan a trip to that destination with 

your family. Your plan must include the 

following parameters: 

• Duration of the stay

• Accommodation cost during the trip

• Food requirements with their cost

• Activities to be done during the stay with their

cost

• Transport cost

Once you have prepared the plan, re-plan your 

trip to minimise the cost. Highlight the 

parameters and ways in which you can reduce the 

expenditure. Compile the two planners in the 

form of a handbook. Show the two planners to 

your parents and if possible, go for that trip 

according to the budgeted planner that you 

prepared. Decorate your planner with the pictures 

from your trip or from the other sources like 

books, internet, magazines, etc. 

Note: Compile the holiday homework in a folder subject wise and submit it to the class teacher on 7 July 2023.
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